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Introduction

Bilingual Policy

Within the Health Service Executive the projection of a positive and united image is vital
to instil confidence in its patrons. It is a priority that all health care facilities are clearly
identified and easily accessible to the people it serves.

The Health Service Executive is subject to the Official Languages Act 2003 (OLA).
The Act provides a statutory framework for delivery of services through the Irish
language. In accordance with the Regulations (S.I. No. 391 of 2008), public bodies
are required to ensure that signs placed by them or on their behalf at any location
after March 1st 2009 (subject to certain exemptions) must be in Irish or bilingual.
The text in Irish must appear first and the lettering of the text in the Irish language
shall not be smaller than the lettering of the text in English language.

The purpose of the guidelines in this manual is to define a comprehensive signage
policy for the Health Service Executive that will outline the specifications for any new
signage requirements and incorporate the national policy regarding the Irish language.
This manual provides guidelines for all new signs in Health Service Executive facilities.
This document is intended as a resource to staff, on the application of signage at
Health Service Executive facilities. Please refer to the Corporate Identity Manual for
guidance on the use of the Corporate Logo for applications other than signage.

Adherence to the guidelines is recommended:

Both languages must be given equal prominence.
Both languages must have the same information.
Bold text must not be used for 1 language only.
Text in Irish must be positioned on top or to the left of the text in English.
Different font colours/background can be used for each language.
Never use italics for Irish.
This manual outlines general guidelines. Specific information regarding the
application of the Irish language in signage is available from the Irish Officer locally.

•

To ensure compliance with legislative requirements

•

To promote consistency of approach to signage across the Healthcare estate

•

To avoid duplication of information

•

To avoid inconsistencies in the sequence of information delivery

HSE West Cuimín Mac Aodhabhui

091 775882

cuimin.macaodhabhui@hse.ie

•

To avoid divergence in the appearance of the signs

HSE West Carmel MacDomhnaill

061 483658

carmel.macdomhnaill@hse.ie

HSE South Micheál Ó Coileáin

021 4279481 michaelE.collins@hse.ie

HSE Dublin North East Simon Ó Cróinín

046 9280519 Simon.OCroinin@hse.ie

HSE Dublin Mid Leinster Bairbre Ui Theighneain 057 9357692 bairbre.uitheighneain@hse.ie

The successful implementation of these guidelines will not only result in uniformity in the
use of signage, but also in an unambiguous ‘Way Finding’ system in all facilities under
the direction of the Health Service Executive.
Clear and concise directional information is important in large buildings. Because
visitors and patients will often be in a heightened state of anxiousness when visiting a
Health Service Executive facility, it is critical to ensure that their visit is as comfortable
and straightforward as possible.
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General Categories of Signs
The different signage types to be used at any facility can be broadly grouped into the
following categories.

External
Section 2

General Categories of Signs

Advance Directional Signs
Directional information is not only important within the confines of the site, it is also
important to guide people to the actual facility from a distance, particularly in towns with
complex traffic systems.
The Department of the Environment publication “Traffic Signs Manual” 1996 must be
adhered to in relation to all road signs. Chapter 4, sections 4.4.6 and 4.4.7 deal with
hospital signs and the symbols to be used.
Due to the nature of services provided it is vital that people are able to access the
facilities with ease. In the case of hospitals and other facilities that will be visited by
large numbers of people, it is important they are given good directional information as
soon as it is relevant.

Site Entrance Signs
A good quality entrance sign is a necessity for every site. It acts as a key location sign
for a Health Service Executive facility.
As these signs will be the most visible to the public on a day-to-day basis, it is
important that a strong confident image of the Health Service Executive and the related
facility is projected. Consistency in these signs will connect all of the Health Service
Executive facilities, reinforcing the unified approach to health care nationally. All site
entrance signs must be bi-lingual and in compliance with the requirements set
out in the regulations made under the OLA..
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Internal
Directional Signs within Grounds

Directory / Directional Signs

Clear directional information to various areas and buildings within the site is required in
order to optimise traffic flow.

Primary Directory Signs

Essential directional information should be clearly outlined and excess detail avoided.
These signage types may be divided into two categories, i.e. motorist signs and
pedestrian signs.

Primary Directory signs are required at key areas such as the main reception area, or
lobby and should be comprehensive, as the purpose is to give visitors a location
reference for their destination.
There are a number of acceptable ways of listing information each with it’s own
advantages and disadvantages e.g. by floor, by activity, alphabetically.

Location Identification Signs
A consistent approach is required when labelling signs. It is vital that place names and
location identification signs are consistent with previous directional information and previsit information.
For example, if a Main Entrance is labelled as “Main Entrance” on pedestrian directional
signs then a corresponding sign at the door identifying it as “Main Entrance” and not
another name e.g. “Reception”.
Similarly, if patients are referred to a specific location in pre-visit correspondence then
this location should be identified in the same wording e.g. if there is a reference to the
“Patient Registration Office” on a form, the area should be identified as such and not as
“Admissions”. This is particularly important in the context of a hospital or other health
service facility, as the terminology used is frequently unfamiliar to a client/ visitor.

Secondary Directory Signs
Once clients/ visitors have found their location reference they will set about finding that
destination. In large facilities the first step will be to reach the appropriate floor of the
building via lift or stairs. A secondary directory sign will then confirm to visitors a listing
of services on a particular floor.

Directional Signs
Directional signs work in conjunction with the primary directory signs and the secondary
directory signs. Consistency with the directory signs must be maintained i.e. that room
names etc. are constantly the same.
These signs will appear at all junctions, key points and occasionally on long corridors
for reassurance.

Internal Location Identification Signs
Place names and location identification signs must be consistent with previous
directional information and pre-visit information e.g. Day Ward and not Day Care Unit.
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Guidelines for Choice,
Positioning and Layout of Signs
The success of this signage system depends on the level of compliance with the
guidelines and specifications detailed in this manual.

Section 3

Guidelines for Choice,
Positioning and Layout
of Signs

Guidelines for Choice of Signs
Once a decision is taken to add a sign to any Health Service Executive facility, it is
advisable to walk the route as a stranger would and note the points where a choice
regarding direction must be made.

Careful attention should be paid to all of the following questions.
1. What specific requirements will be required for a particular client group
within a facility?
2. What information is it necessary to display e.g., will a department name suffice,
or is more detailed information needed at each point?
3. What is the earliest point that the information will be required?
4. How often will the information need to be repeated along the route?
5. Can the information be incorporated into existing signs?
6. Which signage category (as listed in this manual) is applicable?

The design specifications detailed in this manual are recommended as a guide to aid
the decision process for type and quantity of signs required.
Information on signs should be kept to a minimum, as too much information is
confusing and reduces the size of the text that will fit on the sign.
The use of upper and lower case characters is recommended, as it is more easily
understood.
The following chart is reproduced as a general guideline to viewing distance and
appropriate letter heights.
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X Height

Suitable Sign Type
Example

30mm

up to 7.5m

Primary and secondary directory signs

30mm

up to 15m

Door plates

60mm

up to 20m

Internal location identification &
directional signs

90mm

up to 45m

External location identification &
motorist directional signs

Guidelines for Positioning Signs
The following guidelines should be used as a checklist when deciding where to position
a new sign. While the information that the sign displays and the manner in which it is
displayed are important, the position of the sign is a significant factor in its
effectiveness.

1. Signs should be positioned to be visible and legible from all approach routes.
Projecting or suspended double sided signs may be required where there are a
number of directions.
2. Attention should be paid to the potential of obstruction to signs, by plants,
equipment or people.
3. External signs should be carefully positioned so that parked vehicles will not
obscure them. If signs are required in areas where ambulances or delivery vehicles
will park, they should be positioned at a high enough level to avoid concealment

150mm

up to 60m

Small Site Entrance Sign

175mm

up to 60m

Medium Site Entrance Sign

4. The height of the signs should be chosen for comfort in reading, i.e. as close to eye
level as possible for internal signs and external pedestrian signs. In general eye
level is considered to be approximately 1500mm from ground. This is also the
recommended height for tactile and Braille signs. (National Council for the Blind of
Ireland – Recommendations for Signage)

Large Site Entrance Sign

5. Signs that contain large amounts of information e.g. internal primary and secondary
directory signs, must be positioned to allow a number of people to view the sign
simultaneously without concealing any of the information.

200mm

12

Viewing
Distance

guidelines for choice, positioning and layout of signs

up to 100m
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General Design Specifications
Specification for Health Service Executive Logo

general design specifications

Cé gur fearr úsáid a bhaint as lógó lándaite HSE,
d’fhéadfadh sé tarlú, de bharr sriantachtaí tráchtála,
nach mór an leagan ina bhfuil dhá dhath nó an leagan
dubh agus bán a úsáid.

Please refer to the Health Service Executive corporate document for specification
for lettering.
The logo will always be placed on a white background. For the purposes of signage it is
proposed to use a white curved background – ref. Picture no 1 .
Pantone 561

Pantone 556

C:85 M:0 Y:54 B:52

C:42 M:0 Y:33 B:27

Pantone 201

Black

C:0 M:100 Y:63 B:29

C:0 M:0 Y:0 B:100

Lógó ina bhfuil na dathanna go léir / Full colour logo

50% TINT OF 561C

Pantone 561

Pantone 201

Lógó ina bhfuil dhá dhath / Two colour logo

While use of the full colour HSE logo is preferable,
commercial constraints may dictate the use of
the two colour version or black and white.

Specification for Curve
The ratio of the curve is in relation to the size of the sign. Reference Picture 1
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Ní mór lógóchló lándaite HSE a bheith ar chúlra
bán I gCÓNAÍ lena chinntiú go mbeidh
uasleibhéal inléiteachta ann.
Lena chinntiú go mbíonn an tionchar agus an tsofheiceacht is mó
is féidir ag lógó HSE i gcomparáid le gnéithe eile in aon spás
áirithe, bí cinnte, le do thoil, maidir leis an achar thart ar an lógó,
go leantar na treoirlínte don limistéar eisiatachta mar a
thaispeántar sa léaráid thíos.

To ensure the HSE logo achieves maximum impact and stands
out from other elements within any given space, please ensure
that the area around the logo follows the exclusion zone
guidelines as illustrated above.
The full colour HSE logotype must ALWAYS
appear on a white background to ensure
maximum legibility.
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Nuair a úsáidtear lógó HSE in éineacht le haon lógó eile
ní mór é a bheith ar aon mhéid leis an lógó sin.
Tá siombail agus téacs sa lógó agus ní ceart na nithe sin a
atáirgeadh riamh mar mhíreanna ar leithligh óna chéile.

DÉAN SEO: Cinntigh go mbíonn an
lógó ar chúlra soiléir bán i gcónaí.

NÁ DÉAN SEO: An lógó a úsáid ar aon
chúlra fótagrafach nó daite

DO: Ensure the full colour logo
appears on a clear white background at
all times to maximise impact and legibility.

DON’T: Use the logo
on any photographic or
coloured background.

NÁ DÉAN SEO: Méid nó suíomh aon
ghnéithe laistigh den lógó a athrú.

NÁ DÉAN SEO: Aon cheann de na
dathanna sa lógó a athrú.

DON’T: Change the size or position of
any elements within the logo.

DON’T: Change any of
the colours within the logo.

The logo comprises of a symbol and text which should
never be reproduced as separate items.
The HSE logo must be given equal prominence
when used with any other logo.
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site entrance signs

HSE CURVES

Curve (a) - Ratio

Section 2

Site Entrance Signs

Curve (b) - Ratio

Convex

Convex
Concave
Concave

Picture 1
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Site Entrance Signs

LARGE SITE ENTRANCE SIGN

Large Site Entrance Sign
This sign type is the largest of the main entrance signs and should be used at large or
more prestigious sites e.g. Regional Hospitals. Some sites may require two of these
signs, one at either side of the entrance.

1800mm

The sign is double sided with Irish and English text on both sides. The Irish text will be
placed on top with a line between it and the English text. The layout of the text must be
in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.

An acceptable depth and quality of concrete base will be at the discretion of the
installer to meet specific local requirements.

Colours
Text for the name of the facility in both Irish and English will be finished to
Pantone 561C. The Health Service Executive logo will correspond with the
recommendations and the specifications as described in the Corporate Identity
manual/previous chapter. The background colour will be anodised aluminium or white
powder coated. Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

4800mm

The recommended size for this sign is 1800mm x 4800mm. The sign will be
manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting, or alucabond and curved profile
similar to that shown Picture 2. The lettering on the face, i.e. the HSE logo and name
of the facility will be ‘3M Scotchcal Opaque film series 100’or equivalent. It is
recommended that the sign be illuminated externally by ground level lighting.

Ospidéal
Réigiúnach
Phort Láirge

Helvetica 75 Bold

Waterford
Regional
Hospital

Helvetica 75 Bold

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.
Both languages must be given equal prominence.
Text in Irish must be placed on top or to the left of the text in English.

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended height X is 200mm with a minimum height X of 175mm.

Position of Text
The name of the facility in both Irish and English will be justified left and centred
horizontally. In instances where there may be an obstruction such as railing, shrubbery
etc., the text height may be adjusted to
clear the obstruction.
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site entrance signs

MEDIUM SITE ENTRANCE SIGN

The medium site entrance sign should be used where the larger sign cannot be
accommodated or may be inappropriate due to its size. Some sites may require two of
these signs, one at either side of the entrance.
Each sign is double sided with Irish and English text on both sides. The Irish text will
be placed on top with a line between it and the English text.
The recommended size for this sign is 1350mm x 3600mm. The sign will be
manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and curved profile
similar to that shown Picture 3. The lettering on the face, i.e. the HSE logo and the
name of the facility will be ‘3M Scotchcal Opaque film series 100’or equivalent.
It is recommended that the sign be illuminated externally by ground level lighting.
An acceptable depth and quality of concrete base will be at the discretion of the
installer to meet specific local requirements.

Colours
Text for the name of the facility in both Irish and English will be finished to
Pantone 561C. The Health Service Executive logo will correspond with the
recommendations and the specifications as described Corporate Identity
manual/previous chapter. The background colour will be that of anodised aluminium or
white powder coated. Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each
language.

Ospidéal
Réigiúnach
Phort Láirge
Waterford
Regional
Hospital

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.
The recommended font is Helvetica 75 Bold for the Irish text and Helvetica 75 Bold
for the English text.

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended height X is 175mm with a minimum height X of 125mm.

Position of Text
The name of the facility in both Irish and English will be justified left and centred
horizontally. In instances where there may be an obstruction such as railing, shrubbery
etc., the text height may be adjusted to
clear the obstruction.
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Small Site Entrance Sign

SMALL SITE ENTRANCE SIGN

This sign is consistent with the other site entrance signs, and is suitable for facilities
where space is limited. Some sites may require two of these signs, one at either side of
the entrance. Whilst a specific height is recommended in this manual, local conditions
may require a variation to the height of the sign. This sign may also be used as a main
entrance sign, where local conditions dictate. Each sign is double sided with Irish and
English text on both sides. The Irish text will be placed on top with a line between it
and the English text. The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations
made under the OLA.

1200mm
250mm

Text for the name of the facility in both Irish and English will be finished to
Pantone 561C. The Health Service Executive logo will correspond with the
recommendations and the specifications as described in the Corporate Identity manual.
The background colour will be that of anodised aluminium or white powder coated.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

80mm

Ospidéal
N. Brighid
St. Bridgets
Hospital

250mm

Colours

1450mm

An acceptable depth and quality of concrete base will be at the discretion of the
installer to meet specific local requirements.

80mm

The recommended size for this sign is 1200mm x 1450mm, fitted on a stone or
concrete plinth, 250mm over-ground. The sign will be manufactured from anodised
aluminium sheeting or alucabond and curved profile similar to that shown Picture 4.
The lettering on the face, i.e. the HSE logo and the name of the facility will be ‘3M
Scotchcal Opaque film series 100 or equivalent. It is recommended that the sign be
illuminated externally by ground level lighting.

300mm

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.
The recommended font is Helvetica 75 Bold for the Irish text and Helvetica 75 Bold
for the English text.

1250mm

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended height X is 150mm with a minimum height X of 80mm.

Position of Text
The name of the facility in both Irish and English will be justified left and centred
horizontally. In instances where there may be an obstruction such as railing, shrubbery
etc., the text height may be adjusted to
clear the obstruction.
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Wall Mounted Site Sign

SITE SIGN WALL MOUNTED

In instances where facilities are located on a street, a wall-mounted sign is
recommended.
The recommended size of the sign is 300mm x 300mm. Where a larger sign may be
required, the size should increase proportionately and should be square i.e. 400mm x
400mm, 600mm x 600mm etc.
The Logo and Irish and English text is displayed on the face of the sign with the Irish
text placed on top. The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations
made under the OLA.

300mm

Text for the name of the facility in both Irish and English will be finished to
Pantone 561C. The Health Service Executive logo will correspond with the
recommendations and the specifications as described in Corporate Identity
manual/previous chapter.
The background colour will be that of anodised aluminium or white powder coated.

15mm

Colours

15mm

Ospidéal
N. Pádraig

300mm

The sign will be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and
curved profile similar to that shown Picture 5. The lettering on the face, i.e. the Health
Service Executive logo and the name of the facility will be ‘3M Scotchcal Opaque film
series 100’or equivalent.

St. Patricks
Hospital

Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.
The recommended font is Helvetica 75 Bold for the Irish text and Helvetica 75 Bold
for the English text.

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended minimum height X is 15mm.

Position of Text
In general the name of the facility in both Irish and English and should be positioned so
that it is centred on the aluminium part of the sign by reference to the height. The text
should be justified left with a left margin.
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Projecting Site Sign

PROJECTING SITE ENTRANCE SIGN

In addition to the previous sign, or, as an alternative, a double-sided projecting sign may
be used on buildings that are on the street.
Each sign is double sided with Irish and English text on both sides. The Irish text will be
placed on top of the English text.
The sign will be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting, or alucabond and
curved profile similar to that shown Picture 6. The lettering on the face, i.e. the Health
Service Executive logo and the name of the facility will be ‘3M Scotchcal Opaque film
series 100’or equivalent.

300mm

The overall size of the sign will be 300mm x 300mm.

Ospidéal
N. Pádraig

The background colour will be that of anodised aluminium.
15mm

Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

300mm

Text for the name of the facility in both Irish and English will be finished to
Pantone 561C.The Health Service Executive logo will correspond with the
recommendations and the specifications as described in Corporate Identity
manual/previous chapter.

15mm

Colours

St. Patricks
Hospital

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used. The
recommended font is Helvetica 75 Bold for the Irish text and Helvetica 75 Bold for
the English text. The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations
made under the OLA

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended minimum height X is 15mm.

Position of Text
In general the name of the facility should be positioned so that it is centred on the
aluminium part of the sign by reference to the height. The text should be justified left
with a left margin.
Picture 6
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external directional signs within grounds

Motorist Directional Sign
Motorist directional signs will be placed on routes for vehicles and should appear at
each junction. Information will be limited on these signs, as they are aimed at motorists,
whose first priority will be to access the car park nearest to their final destination.

Section 3

External Directional Signs
within Grounds

Specific information, e.g. the first destination for motorists will be the car park, therefore
a sign directing cars to the appropriate car parks and general areas e.g. Accident &
Emergency, Free Car Park, Fee Paying Car Park, Main Reception Area etc. is all that is
required inside the entrance. Once parked, further directional information to the final
destination in the form of pedestrian signage should be provided.
The panels will be manufactured from proprietary aluminium post and panel or
equivalent system.

Dimensions
Directional panels will be 1200mm x 250mm. Each sign will consist of the directional
panels and a bottom panel, which reads “Failte” 1200mm x 100mm. A distance of
40mm should be left between each panel when installed.
Posts should have a distance of 750mm between the ground and the lower edge of the
bottom panel. Posts should be set in concrete to a minimum depth of 450mm.
These sizes will determine the overall length of the posts i.e.
450mm (underground) +750mm (to lower edge of bottom panel)+100mm (Failte panel)
+ (250mm x No. of directional panels) + (40mm x (total no. of panel –1)) = overall length
of posts.
e.g. for five panel sign:
450 + 750 + 100+(250x5) + (40x5) = 2710mm
for a two panel sign
450 + 750 + 100 + (250 x 2) + 40x2) = 1840mm

Posts will have an inner track that will allow the panels to be inserted and discreetly
fixed using a cast aluminium butterfly clip or equivalent aluminium fixing. Picture 7d.
Parts of the track that are not occupied by panels should be concealed with
aluminium fillet.
Top of posts should be finished with an aluminium end cap, securely fixed to the posts.
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external directional signs within grounds

Text & Graphics

MOTORIST DIRECTIONAL SIGN

Each panel will feature a location name e.g. Car Park and an arrow to comply with
technical guidelines on signage for the visually impaired as shown in Picture 9.
Text will be applied using upper and lower case lettering. Text should be justified left
with a margin of 90mm.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.
1200mm

Arrows should be justified right with a margin of 90mm.

Typeface

90mm

The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

250mm

Príomhionad Fáiltithe
Main Reception

Fáilte

1430mm

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended minimum height X is 90mm.

Carrchlós
Car Park
40mm

100mm

Colours
The background colour of the panels will be Pantone 561 or Black. The text will be
finished in vinyl cut lettering in white.

750mm

The posts may be powder coated white or to an anodised aluminium finish.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

Installation
Signposts will be fitted on to a concrete base using an aluminium base plate. When
fitted in a grass margin the posts will be fixed into concrete poured in situ.

Picture 7
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external directional signs within grounds

SYSTEMS

MOTORIST DIRECTIONAL SIGN

Butterfly clip is aluminum

1200mm

1720mm

90mm

Príomhionad Fáiltithe
Main Reception

250mm

40mm

Máithreachas Isteach
Maternity Admission

250mm

Carrchlós
Car Park

250mm

Failte

100mm

750mm

Picture 7a
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Picture 7b
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Pedestrian Directional Sign
Pedestrian signs are similar in style to the motorist directional signs, however they will
contain more information, as visitors will view them from a stationary position.
Pedestrian signs are shown in reverse colours and have smaller text and panels.
The panels will be manufactured from proprietary aluminium post and panel or
equivalent system.

external directional signs within grounds

Text & Graphics
Each sign will feature a location name e.g. Out Patient Clinics and an arrow to comply
with technical guidelines on signage for the visually impaired as shown in Picture 9.
Text will be applied using upper and lower case lettering and will be justified left with a
margin of 75mm. Arrows will be justified right with a margin of 75mm.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.

Typeface
Dimensions

The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

Directional panels will be 1200mm x 200mm. A distance of 30mm will be left between
each panel when installed.
Posts should have a distance of 610mm between the ground and the lower edge of the
bottom panel. Posts should be set in concrete to a minimum depth of 450mm.

Letter Height

These sizes will determine the overall length of the posts, i.e.

The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended minimum height X is 75mm.

450mm (underground) + 610mm (to lower edge of bottom panel)+ + (200mm x No. of
panels) + (30mm x (no. of panels – 1) = overall length of posts

Colours

e.g. for a five panel sign

The background colour of the panels will be white powder coated and the text will be
finished vinyl cut lettering to match Pantone 561C or Black.

450 + 610 + (200x5)+ (30x4) = 2180mm

The posts may be powder coated white or to an anodised aluminium finish.

for a ten panel sign

Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

450 + 610 + (200 x 10) + (30 x 9) = 3330mm

Installation
Posts will have an inner track that will allow the panels to be inserted and discreetly
fixed using a cast aluminium butterfly clip or equivalent aluminium fixing. Picture 7d.
Parts of the track that are not occupied by panels should be concealed with
aluminium fillet.

Signposts will be fitted on to a concrete base using an aluminium base plate. When
fitted in a grass margin the posts will be fixed into concrete poured in situ.

Top of posts should be finished with an aluminium end cap, securely fixed to the posts.
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PEDESTRIAN DIRECTIONAL SIGN

Arrow Specification
The ISO 7001 recommendation must be used. This specification states that the ends of
this arrow must be parallel with the main stem of the arrow, as shown below.
Both sides of arrow are parallel with one another as indicated below.

1200mm
90mm

Príomhbhealach Isteach
Main Entrance

200mm

ARROWS

90mm

30mm

Máithreachas Isteach
Maternity Admission

200mm
52

Eisothair
Outpatients

200mm

Ionad Cúraim Lae
Day Care Centre

200mm

2300mm

10

Marbhlann
Mortuary

200mm

Séipéal
Chapel

200mm

Fáilte

31.5

200mm

750mm

Picture 8
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Section 4

External Entrance Signs
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External Entrance Signs
The following range of entrance signs should be used as appropriate. In all cases it is
vital that the name displayed on the sign is consistent with that on the directional signs.
It should be noted that a small site entrance sign may be used as an external entrance
sign if appropriate.

The recommended length of the sign may be determined by the amount of information
required. The height of the sign will be 300mm. The text in both Irish and English is
displayed on the face of the sign with the Health Service Executive logo. The sign will
be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and curved profile
similar to that shown in Picture 10. The lettering on the face, i.e. the Health Service
Executive logo and the name of the facility will be ‘3M Scotchcal Opaque film series
100’or equivalent.

Colours
Text for the name of the facility will be finished to Pantone 561C. The Health Service
Executive logo will correspond with the recommendations and the specifications as
described in the Corporate identity manual. The background colour will be that of
anodised aluminium or white powder coated.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

MAIN ENTRANGE SIGN

Dimensions

Ospidéal Pobail N. Eoin
St. John's Community Hospital

Main Entrance Sign

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.
The recommended font is Helvetica 75 Bold for the Irish text and Helvetica 75 Bold
for the English text

The size of the letters will be determined by the amount of space available, and the
length of the wording, however, when choosing a size, the guidelines regarding distance
as already described should be noted. The height of the letters is determined to some
extent by the amount of text, however the recommended height X is 210mm with a
minimum height X of 90mm.

300mm

Letter Height

Position of Text
The Health Service Executive logo will be left aligned to be followed with the
facility name. The layout of the text must be in compliance with the
regulations made under the OLA.
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Secondary Entrance Sign

SECONDARY, ENTRANCES

This sign type will be used on entrances to departments other than the main entrance
to the facility.

Dimensions
The recommended length of the sign is 600mm. The recommended height of the sign
is 300mm.

600mm

The text in both Irish and English is displayed on the face of the sign with the Health
Service Executive logo.
The sign will be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and
curved profile similar to that shown in Picture 11. The lettering on the face, i.e. the
Health Service Executive logo and the name of the facility will be ‘3M Scotchcal
Opaque film series 100’or equivalent.
300mm

Colours
Text for the name of the facility will be finished to Pantone 561C.
The Health Service Executive logo will correspond with the recommendations and the
specifications as described in this manual/ corporate identity manual.

Scagdhealú
Dialysis

The background colour will be that of anodised aluminium or white powder coated.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.
The recommended font is Helvetica 75 Bold for the Irish text and Helvetica 75 Bold
for the English text.

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended minimum height X is 150mm

Position of Text
The text will be centred on the sign.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under
the OLA.
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Small Entrance Sign

SMALL ENTRANCE SIGN

In large facilities, doors that are not accessible to the general public need to be
identified for staff, deliveries, maintenance staff etc.

Dimensions
The recommended length of the sign is 600mm. The height of the sign will be 110mm.
The name of the department or area will be displayed on the sign.
The sign will be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and
curved profile similar to that shown in Picture 12.. The lettering on the face will be ‘3M
Scotchcal Opaque film series 100’or equivalent.

Foireann Cothabhála
Maintenance Staff

Colours
Text for the name of the facility will be finished to Pantone 561C.
The background colour will be that of anodised aluminium or white powder coated.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

110mm

Foireann Cothabhála
Maintenance Staff

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended height X is 70mm

Position of Text
Text will be aligned centrally.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.

Picture 12
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Internal Directory Signs
Primary Directory Sign
Once visitors have accessed the Main Reception area, detailed information will be
required to navigate the building. The first point of reference will be the main
directory sign.

Section 5

Internal Directory Signs

It is important to distinguish between a directory sign and a directional sign. Directory
signs list the location by area. Directional signs provide specific information indicated by
arrows or symbols.
The main directory sign will list the location of each area by level or general area. It
serves to give a reference point that visitors will go towards using directional signs
which will be located close by.
The sign will be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and
curved profile similar to that shown in Pictures 13a, 13b. The lettering on the face and
the HSE logo will be ‘3M Scotchcal Opaque film series 100’or equivalent.
An optional colour code system may be used e.g. Yellow square Level 1, Blue square
Level 2, as per Picture 13c.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language

Location
The sign, which will contain a large amount of information, will list every location within
the building. It should be located strategically to allow space for a number of people to
view the sign at one time.
The sign must also be positioned in a prominent position so that it is visible as people
walk through the main entrance door.

Dimensions
The recommended height for each of the individual profiles is 65mm. The length of
each profile will be 600mm. The listing should be separated by floor level or Block no.
Each separate listing will have a header panel, which will be 110mm high.
The overall height of the sign will depend on the number of listings. The listings may
vary in length for each Floor/ Level; however, blank profiles should be inserted to ensure
that all of the listings are of the same length (see illustration).
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Therefore the overall width of the signs will be the number of floors, blocks etc x
600mm and the overall height of the sign will be 110mm + 110mm +(65mm x No. of
listings in the longest list)
e.g. illustrated examples shows 12 listings on the Ground floor and it shows four floors
therefore the overall size of the sign will be as follows:

780mm

The letter height on the header panels is recommended minimum height X 70mm
The height of the letters on the directory panels is determined to some extent by the
amount of text, however the recommended minimum height X is 30mm

Barda Máinliachta 2
Surgical Ward 2

Paiteolaíocht
Pathology

Iarbhreithe
Post natal

Rannóg na nEisothar
Outpatients Dept

Nuabheirthe
Neo natal

Barda oftalmach
Ophthalmic Ward

Barda ortaipéideach
Orthopaedic ward

Paiteolaíocht
Pathology

600mm

Raideolaíocht
Radiology

Barda Máinliachta 1
Surgical Ward 1

Péidiatraic
Paeditric

Obrádlanna
Operating Theatre
Séipéal an Ospidéil
Hospital Church

Leithlisiú
Isolation

Rannóg Soláthairtí
Supplies Dept

Barda Leighis 2
Medical Ward 2

Barda Leighis 3
Medical Ward 3
Ceathrúna Foirne
Staff Quarters
Ospidéal Ceantair
District Hospital

Leabharlann
Library
Othair Isteach
Admissions
Aonad Sicíatrach
Psychiatric Unit

Níocháin
Laundry

CCU

Barda Leighis 1
Medical Ward 1

ICU

Ionad Oideachais
Education Centre

An Dara Urlár
Second Floor
An Chéad Urlár
First Floor

Barda Leighis 4
Medical Ward 4

65mm

Letter Height

110mm

The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

Riaracháin
Administration

Typeface

Timpiste & Éigeandáil
Accident & Emergency

Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

Dochtúirí Comhairleacha
Consultants

Text will be finished to Pantone 561C. The background colour will be that of anodised
aluminium or white powder coated.

Cartlann
Archives

Colours

Urlár na Talún
Ground Floor

Each individual profile will feature a location name e.g. Surgical Ward 1, Dietician etc.
Text will be applied using upper and lower case lettering and should be justified left.

Urlár Íochtarach na Talún
Lower Ground Floor

Directory panels

110mm

The top header panel will feature the Health Service Executive Logo and text in both
Irish and English. The second header panel will feature the name of the floor; block, etc.
e.g. Lower Ground Floor, Block A, etc.

Treoir Inmheánach
Internal Directory

Header Profile

2400mm

Text & Graphics

INTERNAL PRIMARY DIRECTORY SIGNAGE

Width = 600 mm x 4 = 2400mm
Height = 110mm + 110mm + (65mm x 12) = 1000mm.

Position of Text
Text will be aligned to the left.
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FLOOR NUMBERS

Secondary Directory Sign
Secondary directory signs may be used at junctions, at lifts or at detached facilities at
some hospital sites. A secondary directory sign is similar to the Primary directory signs
confirming what is actually on a level/block but will be smaller in size. An individual
panel profile similar to those used for primary directory signs may be used or a single
plate used in portrait layout may be chosen Picture 14

Dimensions
300mm

300mm

2

The recommended height for each of the individual profiles is 65mm. The length of
each profile will be 300mm. The listing should be separated by floor level or Block no.
Each separate listing will have a header panel, which will be 110mm high. The overall
height of the sign will depend on the number of listings and a number of areas may be
included in the one listing provided each area has a header panel as described above.

Text & Graphics
Header Profile
The top header panel will feature the Health Service Executive Logo and text.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.

Directory panels
Each individual profile will feature a location name e.g. Surgical Ward 1, Dietician etc.
Text will be applied using upper and lower case lettering and should be justified left.

Colours
Text will be finished to Pantone 561C. The background colour will be that of anodised
aluminium or white powder coated.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

Letter Height
The letter height on the header panels is recommended minimum height X 70mm.
The height of the letters on the directory panels is determined to some extent by the
amount of text, however the recommended minimum height X is 30mm

Position of Text
Text will be aligned to the left.
Picture 13a
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SECONDARY DIRECTORY SIGNAGE

110mm 110mm

300mm

Section 6
Urlár na Talún
Ground Floor
An Dara Urlár
Second Floor

Timpiste & Éigeandáil
Accident & Emergency

CCU

Riaracháin
Administration

Barda Leighis 1
Medical Ward 1

Othair Isteach
Admissions
Ospidéal Ceantair
District Hospital
Séipéal an Ospidéil
Hospital Church

Barda Leighis 4
Medical Ward 4

Leithlisiú
Isolation

600mm

Barda Leighis 2
Medical Ward 2
Barda Leighis 3
Medical Ward 3

Internal Directional Signs

Nuabheirthe
Neo natal
Barda oftalmach
Ophthalmic Ward
Barda ortaipéideach
Orthopaedic ward
Paiteolaíocht
Pathology

65mm

Péidiatraic
Paeditric
Raideolaíocht
Radiology

Picture 14
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Internal Directional Signs

The overall length of the sign will be 110mm + 65mm x No of listings. e.g. illustrated
examples shows 12 listings on the Ground Floor, therefore the overall size of the sign
will be as follows:

Once the general location is found, directions will be required to reach a required
destination. At this point it is suggested that simple signs, which contain enough
information to get visitors to the next relevant point, e.g. a particular corridor or lift lobby
will be used. Internal directional signs will appear at all key points and occasionally on
long corridors for reassurance.

Width = 400mm
Height = 110mm +65mm x 12) = 890 mm

In order to eliminate confusion, it is recommended that these signs be kept to a
minimum. Each lobby and the point in the stairwell that accesses each of the floors
should contain a detailed directional sign for that particular floor, which relates directly
back to the directory signs. These are Primary directional signs.

Text & Graphics
Header Profile
The top header panel will feature the Health Service Executive logo and the name of the
floor, block, etc. e.g. Lower Ground Floor, Block A, etc.

Directional Panels

Primary Directional Sign
The primary directional signs should contain all the listings for that particular floor used
in the directory sign plus any additional listings that may be required at that point e.g.
Outpatient clinics may be in two different directions or departments may be split. All
directional signs will confirm the floor/level that the visitor is actually on and may be
colour coded, if necessary
Directional signs may be grouped by direction; however, grouping in alphabetical order
is also an acceptable method of displaying information.
The sign will be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and
curved profile similar to that shown in Picture 15. The lettering on the face, i.e. the
Health Service Executive logo and the names of the locations will be ‘3M Scotchcal
Opaque film series 100’or equivalent.

Each individual profile will feature a location name e.g. Surgical Ward 1 and the
appropriate directional arrow
Text will be applied using upper and lower case lettering. Text should be justified left
with a left margin.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.

Colours
Text will be finished to Pantone 561C. The background colour will be that of anodised
aluminium or white.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

Location
Directional signs must be located so that they are visible when people arrive at a
junction or in a lift lobby. They will provide instant reassurance or recognition that
visitors are in the correct place.

Letter Height
The letter height of the header panel will be minimum height X 90mm. The height of the
letters on the directional panel is determined to some extent by the amount of text,
however the recommended height minimum height X is 30mm.

Dimensions.

Position of Text

Each listing will have a header panel 110mm high and 400mm wide.

Text will be aligned to the left

The recommended height for each of the individual profiles is 65mm. The width
of each profile will be 400mm. These signs will have one listing.
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Secondary Directional Sign

INTERNAL DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

Secondary directional signs will be used where all of the information on the primary
directional signs is not relevant and may also be used for reassurance on long corridors.
These signs are similar to the primary directional signs, however they will be limited
in number.

Urlár na Talún
Ground Floor

110mm

400mm

Timpiste & Éigeandáil
Accident & Emergency
Riaracháin
Administration
Othair Isteach
Admissions
Ospidéal Ceantair
District Hospital

780mm

Séipéal an Ospidéil
Hospital Church
Leithlisiú
Isolation
Nuabheirthe
Neo natal
Barda oftalmach
Ophthalmic Ward
Barda ortaipéideach
Orthopaedic ward
Paiteolaíocht
Pathology

65mm

Dimensions
The recommended height for each of the individual profiles is approx 100mm. The
width of each profile will be 400mm.
The overall length of the signs will be 100mm x No. Of listings)) e.g. illustrated examples
show 2 listings, therefore the overall size of the sign will be as follows:
Width = 400 mm Height =200mm

Text & Graphics
Each individual profile will feature a location name e.g. Surgical Ward 1 and the
appropriate directional arrow. Text will be applied using upper and lower case lettering.
Text should be justified left with a left margin.

Colours
Text will be finished to Pantone 561C. The background colour will be that of anodised
aluminium.

Péidiatraic
Paediatric

Typeface

Raideolaíocht
Radiology

The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended height X is 50mm with a minimum height X of 30mm.

Position of Text
Text will be aligned to the left and arrows aligned to the right.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.
Picture 15
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SECONDARY DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

Section 7

30mm

100mm

Timpiste & Éigeandáil
Accident & Emergency

Internal Location
Identification Signs

Riaracháin
Administration
400mm

Picture 16
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LARGE SIGNS AT ENTRANCES TO DEPARTMENT

At specific department entrances e.g. Haemodialysis unit, a large entrance sign should
ideally be placed above the door. If space is not available the sign should be fitted as
close to the entrance as possible.

Barda 3
Ward 3

Dimensions
The sign will be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and
curved profile similar to that shown in Picture 18. The lettering on the face i.e. the
name of the location will be ‘3M Scotchcal Opaque film series 100’or equivalent.
The recommended measurement for this sign is 600mm x 214mm. If this space is not
available the size of the sign may be reduced proportionately.

600mm

Text & Graphics
Text to be applied using upper and lower case lettering and text should be justified
centrally. The sign will feature the name of the department/area.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.

214mm

Barda 3
Ward 3

Colours
Text will be finished to Pantone 561C. The background colour will be that of anodised
aluminium or white powder coated.

A 31mm
B 65mm

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

C 110mm
D 153mm
E 214mm

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended height X is 150mm with a minimum height X of 80mm.

F 302mm
All sizes and style type to be used

Position of Text
Text will be aligned centrally
Picture 18
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Doorplate Sign

DOOR PLATES

Each door will have a doorplate identifying the occupant or business carried out within.

Dimensions
The sign will be manufactured from anodised aluminium sheeting or alucabond and
curved profile similar to that shown in Picture 19. The lettering on the face i.e. the
name of the location will be ‘3M Scotchcal Opaque film series 100’or equivalent.

Barda 4
Ward 4

The aluminium profile will be 60mm high and 305mm wide with end caps.

305mm

Text & Graphics

Barda 4
Ward 4

60mm

These signs will feature the name of the room or occupier of the room using upper and
lower case letters.
The layout of the text must be in compliance with the regulations made under the OLA.

Colours
Text will be finished to Pantone 561C.
The background colour will be that of anodised aluminium.
Different font colours/background can be used to differentiate each language.

Typeface
The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.
1500mm

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended minimum height X is 30mm

Location
The signs should be fitted on the doors at a height of 1500mm from the floor.

Picture 19
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Projecting Sign

PROJECTING SIGNS

In areas where there are a lot of doors or there are long corridors approaching the
doors, a projecting sign should be used to ensure that the location can be seen from a
distance. These signs should always be used to identify toilets.

Dimensions
The signs will be double sided, square 214mm x 214mm, curved anodised aluminium.
Size may be dictated by space/ requirements on the sign e.g. 150x150mm. The
system used, should have end caps to give the sign a neat finish, with no internal
fixings exposed.

Text & Graphics
As the signs are quite small and as they need to be seen from a distance, the text and
graphics should be kept to a minimum. The layout of the text must be in compliance
with the regulations made under the OLA. In the case of signs for Toilets, symbols should
be used instead of text. In other cases, if possible the name should be abbreviated e.g.
“Dept” instead of “Department” and symbols should also be used.
In all cases the text and graphics should appear in Vinyl cut lettering or logos finished to
pantone 561on the anodised aluminium or white background.

Typeface

Nuabheirthe
Neo Natal

The typeface recommended is Helvetica and if not available Arial may be used.

Letter Height
The height of the letters is determined to some extent by the amount of text, however
the recommended minimum height X is 30mm.

Picture 20
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internal location identification signs

BRAILLE/TACTILE SIGNAGE

The signs recommended in this manual comply with guidelines for signage for the
visually impaired. Depending on the facility it may be necessary and useful to provide
signs in Braille and Tactile format.
These signs can be provided as additional signage or incorporated into the designs of
the standard signs as shown on the following pages. Picture 21
The use of symbols should be included where possible Picture 22

Foireann Cothabhála
Maintenance Staff

Eisothair
Outpatients

Picture 21
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location directory

SYMBOLS

Logos Where Universally acceptable

Section 8

Location Directory

P
DO CHUAIRTEOIRÍ LE MOILL-AMHARC
FAIGH CÚNAMH ÓN OIFIG FÁILTITHE
FOR VISITORS WITH VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
PLEASE CONTACT RECEPTION FOR ASSISTANCE

Picture 22
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Location Directory

LOCATION DIRECTORY

In large facilities, a Location Directory is recommended. This can be provided as an
internal or external sign, which can appear at a number of locations along a route to
confirm locations and directions.

Ospidéal Réigiúnach Phort Láirge
Waterford Regional Hospital

900mm

TÁ TÚ ANSEO
YOU ARE HERE

1500mm

Picture 2
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